




















































































































































　 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 　　　 　Coady　also　note・s　that
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Ieamers　often　misinterpret　the　context　so　that　it　fits　to　the
wrong　meaning　of　the　words　inferred　from　word　forms．　The
same　problem　is　reported　by　Huckin　and　Bloch　（1993）
Cmistaken　ID’）and　Laufer（1997）Cdeceptive　tran5parency’）．
　　　　There　could　be　variety　of　ways　to　teach　learners　efficient
strategies　for　guessing　the　meaning　of　unknown　words．　In　her
case　study，　Hosenfeld　（1984）　tried　two　different　ways　of
strategy　instruction　to　ber　subjects．　　She　conducted　inductive
awareness－rais三ng　activities　（where　the　subject　was　asked　to
compare　her　ow且strategics　with　those　of　a　proficient　reader）
and　deductive　instruction　through　dialogue，　and　succeeded　in
improving　their　use　of　strategies　in　both　the　cases．
2－3・1．Limitations　on　Lexica董Inference
　　　　Laufer　（1997：27－30），　while　admitting　some　va艮ue　of
guessing　strategies，　casts　doubt　on　its　usefulness，　noting　a
variety　of　factors　that　interfere　with　the　gues’sing　attempts　of
the　reader，　such　as　‘nonexistent・contextual　clues’，　‘unusable
contextual　clues’，‘misleading　and　partial　contextual　clues’and
‘suppressed　clues’．　It量s　certaill　that　learners　do　behefit　from
word－guess量ng　strategy　instruction，　but　as　Laufer　suggests，　it　is
not　applicable　to　every　situation．　It　might　be　wise　for　us　to
teach　learners　efficient　ways　of　using　outer　resources　such　as
dictionaries　as　well　as　inferencing　strategies．
　　　　There　are　several　other　researches　based　on　‘threshold
hypothesis’which　imp］ies　limitations　on　the　efficacy　oflexical
inference　strategies．　　Alder’son　（1984），　after　reviewing　a
number　of　relevant　empirical　researches，　concludes　that　a
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certain　level　of　language　proficiency　is　needed　before　a　leaner
can　use　strategies　s／he　already　has　in　Ll　for　L2：
　　　　　Considerable　support　was　found　for　the　mod量fied　second
　　　　　hypothesis，　namely　that　some　sort　of　threshold　or
　　　　　language　competence　ceiling　has　to　be　attained　before
　　　　　existing　abiHties　in　the　first　監anguage　can　begin　to
　　　　　transfer．　（20）
As　for　what　is　the　nature　of・1anguage　problems　that　confrontl
readers，　he　implies　that　it　is　largely蓋ex三ca豊problems　rather
than　syntactic　problems：
　　　　　More　plausible，　but　elusive，　is　the　notion　that　problems　in
　　　　　foreign　language　reading　whic．h　are　due　to　language　have
　　　　　to　do　with　semantic　and　discourse　processing，　and　are
　　　　　related　to　problems　of　conceptualization　and，　to　put　it
　　　　　crudely，　word　meaning．（ibid．）
Laufer’s（1997）expla戯ation　might　answer　the　question　of　why
insufficient　vocabulary　knowledge　hinders　successful　guessing：
　　　　　Since　the　amount　of　information　that　can　be．　cognitively
　　　　　manipulated　at　one　point　oftime　by　controlled　processing
　　　　　is　limited，　focusing　on　slightly　or　completely　unfamiliar
　　　　　words　wi11　take　up　some’cognitive　capacity　that　would
　　　　　otherwise　be　used　for　higher－level　processing　ofthe　text．
　　　　　（22－23）
Laufer（op．　cit：23）claims．that　the　threshold　vocabulary　size　is
3000word　families　based　on　the　result　of　her　own　research．
　　　　There　seems　to　be　enough　evidence　to　believe　that　leamers
with　vocabulary　know蓋edge　be豆ow　a　c6rtain　level　cannot　use
inferencing　strategies　efficiently．　Therefore，　it　might　be
necessary　to　change　the　focus　of　instruction　below　and　above
the　threshold　level．　　Below　t．he　threshold　盈eve藍，　various
activities　focusing　on　building　up　vocabu畏ary，　perhaps　using
texts　containing　controlled　vocabulary，　would　be　beneficial．
Once　出e　learners　reach　　the　threshold　　level，　more
meaning－focused　reading　activities，　using　authentic　materials，
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with　instructions　of　inferencing　strat’egies，　would　be　desirable．
3．Vocabulary　Learning　through　Reading
　　　　In　the　previous　section，　we　have　seen　that　vocabulary　is　a
major　factor　affecting　reading　comprehension　ih　L2，　and　that　a
監earher　has　to　acquire　considerable　amount　of　vocabulary
knowledge　and　appropr三ate　strategies　to　infer　the　meaning　of
unknown　words　before　slhe　can　reconstruct　the　writer’smessage
satisfactorily．　However，　it　is　also　wide夏y　recognized　that
reading　itself　can　contribute　to　vocabulary　learning．　Schmitt
（2000：　！50）　says：‘‘There　is　a　plenty　of　evidence　that　learners
can　acquire　vocabulary　from　reading　only，，，　and　cites　the　result
of　Saragi，　Nation　and　Meister，s　（1978）　experiment　where
learners　learned　the　slang　words　of　Russian　origill　just　by
reading　a　novel　in　which　those　words　were　used．
　　　　It　seems　plausible　that　vocabulary　1eaming　through
reading　is　largely　incidental　in　nature，　but　there　are　some
researchers　who　claim　that　explicit　instruction　can　enhance　the
process　of　vocabulary　learning．　In　this　section，　I　would　like’
to　look　at　several　aspects　of　incidental　vocabulary　．1eaning
process　first，　and　then　consider　the　effectiveness　of　explicit
instruction　in　reading　activities　for　vocabu藍ary　learning・
3－1．Inciden．tal　Vocabulary　Learning
　　　　As　Schmitt　（2000：　149）　claims，　the　key　to
vocabulary　learning　is　to　provide　learners　with
exposure　as　possible．　As　Schmitt．（ibid：150）notes，
vocabulary　learning　can　hapPen　through　exposure
incid ntal
　as　much
incidental
to　spoken
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discour5e　alone．　However，　as　he　（ibid．）claims，　reading　iS
more　suitab監e　exposure　for　vocabulary　expansion　than　spoken
discourse，　at　least　for　learners　above　a　certain　leve1，　because
spoken　language　tends　to　include　o111y　a　limited　number　of
low・frequency　words．
　　　　The　empirical　research　of　Day，　Omura　and　Hiramatsu
（1991）showed　that　the　treatment　group　who　read　a　short　story
containing　target　vocabularies　with　ample　freque’ncies　and
sufficient　context　did　significantly　better　than　control　group
who　did　not　read　the　story　on　the　vocabulary　test．　Although
they　do　not　try　to　elucidate　how　many　times　unknown　words
should　be　repeated　in　atextor　howmuch（andwhatkind　of）
context　should　be　prov三ded　for　incidental　vocabulary　learning，
the　resu董t　of　their　stu’dy　signifies　that　these　two　factors－the
number　of　repetition　and　quantity　（and　perhaps，　quality）　of
context　clues－－might　be　crucial．　They（op．　cit：545）admit
that　exposure　to　unknown　words　only　in　one　short　story　would
not　guarantee　that　they　enter　the　long－term　memory　oflearners，
and　acknowledge　the　need　for　repetitive　exposure　over　time　in
different　contexts．
　　　　The　research　of　Day　et　al．　indicates　that　incidenta藍
vocabulary　learning　can　actuaHy　hapPen　through　reading，　and
implies　efficacy　of　extensive　reading　as　a　means　of　vocabulary
expansion．　　However，　it　should　be　noted　that　they　used　a
　controlled”　text　in　which　target　words　－・　words　which
researchers　meant　to　be　learned　by　Iearners1－・were　repeatedly
used　and　sufficient　contexts　were　provided　for　those　words．
Therefore，　it　seems　quest量onable　if　it　can　be　called‘genuine盈y’
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incidental　learning．　　Nevertheless，　it　could　be　said　that　their
research　is　valuable　in　that　it　has　implication　for　wider　use　of
‘implicit’vocabulary　instruction　in　EFL　classrooms．
3－1。1．Lexical　Inference　and　Vocabulary　Learning
　　　　In　section　2－3　above，　we　have　considered　lexical　inference
strategies　in　the　context　of　read董ng　compfehension．　Lexical
inference　strategies　have　also　been　studied　in　the　context　of
vocabulary　learning．　As　Nation　and　Coady（1988）note，　foci　of
studies　are　different　according　to　the　context　in　which
researchers　are　consideri！191exical’inference　strategies：
　　　　　Studies　on　getting　the　meaning　give　their　attention　to　the
　　　　　types　of　clues　avaHable　in　context，　1earners’　success　or
　　　　　failure　in　using　avai亘able　clues，　and　the　effort　oftraining
　　　　　on　us孟ng　clues．
　　　　　　　　Studies　on　leaming　words　from　context　sometimes
　　　　　consider　the　pr’esence　ofclues，　but　are　most　interested　in
　　　　　what　has　been　remembered　ofaword　from　meeting　it　in
　　　　　context．（102。103）
However，　it　could　be　said　that　in　order　for　the　meanillg　ofa
word　to　be　learned，　it　must『be　guessed　from　context　in　the　first
place，　and　that　the　same　guessing　strategies　can　be　used　as　the
ones　we　have　seen　in　the　preceding　sectio11．　Therefore，　what
we　want　to　know　is　what　sorts　offactors　faci1量tate　or　hinder　the
retention　ofthe　meaning　ofaword　after　it　has　been　guessed
（hopefully，　correctly）from　context．
　　　　Schmitt　（2000：　155）　claims　that　the　‘depth　of　mental
processing’required　for　guessing　the　meaning　of　an　unknown
word　is　related　to　the　extent　to　which　it　is　retained　in　long－term
memory　afterwards：‘‘＿ifthe　clues　are　sparser　and　the　guessing
process　requires　more　cognit三ve　e　ffo　rt，　then　the　word　is　more
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Iikely　to　be　remembered．”　He（量bid．）continues　to　state　that　in
order　to　attain　adequate蓋y　deep　level　of　mental　processing　the
words　must　not　be　too　easy　to　guess：　‘‘Thus　guessabHity　and
retainability　may　have　an　inverse　relationship．’，
3－1－2．Increlnental　Nature　of　Vocabulary　Leaming
　　　　As　we　have　seen　in　section　2－2，‘knowing　a　word，　involves
several　aspects，　and　it　is　likely　that　each　aspect　develops
gradually　in　different　manners．　　Schmitt　（2000：　117－118）
states　that　only　some　sense　ofword　form　and　meaning　is　likely
to　be　picked　up　at　the　first　exposure，　ahd　it　is　藍ate　in　the
acquisition　process　that　such　aspects　as　frequency，　register　and
collocation　are　developed　because　know丑edge　about　these
aspects　needs　a　large　number　of　examples　before　it　is　fully
acquired．
　　　　Schmitt（op．　cit：ll9）a蓋so　acknowledges　that　distinction
between　receptive　knowledge　and　productive　knowledge　is
related　to　incremental　nature　of　vocabulary　learning．　As　he
notes，　traditional　vi『w　is　that　a　word　is　learned　receptively
first，　and　come　to　be　used　productively　as　vocabulary
knowledge　of　the　word　fully　develops．　However，　Schmitt
claims　that　it　is　possibl6　that　a　learner　starts　to　use　a　word
productively　in　a　limited　way　before　s／he　masters　its　receptive
aspects　in　full．
　　　　It　is　obvious　that　a　leaner　has　to　encounter　a　word　in
different　　contexts　　over　　and　　over　　again　　before　　slhe　　fully
develops　vocab田ary　knowledge　of　that　word．　There　seems　to
be　no　consensus　about　the　number　of　encounters　needed　for
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complete　mastery　of　the　word　knowledge（probably　because　of
such　other　factors　as　quality　of　attention，　motivation　etc・），　but
Nation（1990：44）cites　claims　of　severalτesearches　that　at
least　5－16　encounters　are　necessary．　　If　that　is　the　case，
material　writers　will　have　to　take　great　care　so　that　important
words　are‘recycled’in　various　contexts　ill　order　to　guarantee
learners　chance　to　leam　different　aspects　ofthe　word　over　t董me．
3－2．Can　Explicit　Instruction　Play　a　Role？
　　　　As　Day　et　al．・（1991：541）notes，　it　seems　that　there　have
been　more　and　more　researches　supporting　usefulness　o・f
incidental！implicit　learning　of　vocabulary　through　reading　in
recent　years．　　It　might　be　the　result　of　the　shift　from
form－centered　approach　to　meaning　l　communication－centered
approach　in　language　teaching　in　generaL　　However，　incidental
limpHcit　approach　seems　to　have　a　couple　offlaws：1）It　is
rather　inefficient　in　that量t　takes　considerable　amount　of　time
before　a　new　word　is　fully　acquired．　2）It　is　unpredictab1e
which　words　are　actually　learned　by　learners．　Therefore，　it　is
desirable　if　some　kind　of　intervention　can　be　used　to　make　up
for　these　shortcomings．
　　　　Paribakht　and　Wesche（1997）address　this　issue．　The
result　of　their　research　indicates　that　learners　who　had
vocabulary　exercises、　as　well　as　reading　session　learned　target
words　better　than　learners　who　had　readillg　session　alone．
They　ascribe　the　gain　to　the　nature　of　vocabulary　exercises
whibh　w・・e　d・・ig・・dt・m・k・th・t・・g・tw・・ds　salie』nt　i・th・t・xt，
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　コ　　　　コ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　のand　to　requIre　deep　cognltlve　processlng・
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　　　　The　empirical　research　ofParibakht　and　Wesche　shows　that
explicit　　instruction　　can　　be　　incorporated　　into　　incidental
vocabulary　learning　program　to　obtain　the　best　result．
4．Summary　and　Conclusion
　　　　Reading　and・vocabulary　learning　are　deeply　interrelated
with　each　other．　We　have　seen　that　a　certain　level　of
vocabulary　know盈edge　is　necessary　not　only　for　reading　but　also
for　further　learning　　of　vocabulary．　　　The　　existence　　of
‘threshold　level’implied　by　a　number　of　researches　seems　to
have　an蓋mportant　implication　for　the　pedagogy　of　vocabulary
ahd　reading．　Priority　should　be　given　to　building　uP　the　most
basic　vocabulary　for　beginners．　For　learners　who　have　reached
the　level　where　they　can　read　simplified　texts，　extensive
reading　using　graded　readers　might　be　beneficial．　More
advanced　learners　might　benefit　from　reading　authentic
materialS　With　Strategy　inStrUCtiOn．’
　　　　Incidental　learn量ng　and　exp蓋icit　instruction　have　their　own
advantages　and　disadvantages，　but　they　can　be　combined　to
make　up　for　each　other’s　weakness．
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